What language do we need to articulate necropolitical environmental change in poor urban settlements in (post) colonial Nairobi? And how can we make this situated vernacular attuned to and supportive of everyday struggles to restore and protect home ecologies, while also intervening in and (dis)connecting to/from global articulations of our current crises? This talk foregrounds histories, struggles and resistances from Nairobi’s margins to reflect on how geological time isnarrativized and responded to from the simultaneous hinterland(s) and centre(s) of what is popularly termed the ‘Anthropocene.’

In person at: Sala vigiliano, DIST Castello del Valentino Viale Mattioli, 39, Torino

On Zoom, at https://polito-it.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMkdei prj0qGtVVyl_Jau2t2dEgZQmpUTM

More info at www.beyondinhabitation.org

Wangui Kimari is a Junior Research Fellow at the Institute for Humanities in Africa (HUMA). Her work draws on many local histories and theoretical approaches in order to think through urban spatial management in Nairobi from the vantage point of its most marginalized residents. Wangui is also the participatory action research coordinator for the Mathare Social Justice Centre (MSJC), and an editorial board member of the online publication Africa is a Country (AIAC).